DIGITAL CINEMA INITIATIVES, LLC, SIGNS ADDITIONAL LICENSING AGREEMENT FOR COMPLIANCE TESTING

Aegisolve, Inc. to Provide DCI Specification Compliance Testing for Digital Cinema Equipment

(CES January 10, 2012 – Las Vegas, Nevada) Digital Cinema Initiatives, LLC (DCI) announced today that it has signed a licensing agreement for compliance testing with Aegisolve, Inc. in the United States. Aegisolve joins CineCert in the US and Keio University in Japan as the third compliance entity to perform testing to determine whether manufactured digital cinema equipment and products are compliant with DCI’s Digital Cinema System Specification (the DCI Specification).

In late 2007, DCI began publication of its Compliance Test Plan (CTP), which includes validated test procedures for the DCI Specification, including all referenced standards of the Society for Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE). The DCI Specification and CTP continue to be maintained and updated by DCI.

In a joint statement, the member studios of DCI said, “With the exponential increase in digital cinema conversions worldwide, the additional licensing agreement comes at a critical time for distributors, exhibitors, manufacturers and technology providers alike to have the assurance that equipment and products have been rigorously reviewed and comply with DCI requirements.”

“Aegisolve is a one-stop shop for DCI CTP compliance testing and FIPS validations,” said Desiree Spann, Aegisolve VP and Director of Quality Assurance. “Our services provide assurance that digital cinema technologies are compliant and function as specified, resulting in an enhanced movie-going experience for all.”

About Digital Cinema Initiatives, LLC
Digital Cinema Initiatives, LLC (DCI) was created in March 2002, and is a joint venture of Disney, Fox, Paramount, Sony Pictures, Universal and Warner Bros. The primary purpose of DCI is to establish and document specifications for an open architecture for digital cinema that ensures a uniform and high level of technical performance, interoperability, reliability and quality. See www.dcimovies.com for more information.

About Aegisolve, Inc.
Aegisolve is internationally recognized for security compliance testing of digital cinema systems, infrastructure, and communications. Aegisolve’s cyber security laboratory is accredited by the U.S. Federal government National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) for Cryptographic Module and Security Testing to FIPS 140-1 and FIPS 140-2, and Security Content Automation Protocol. As a trusted third party, the Aegisolve mission is to develop, augment, utilize and accelerate security analysis and testing processes in ever changing technological landscapes worldwide. See www.aegisolve.com for more information.
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For more information, please contact: dci.info@dcimovies.com